Paths on the Tree of Life
Registration form

Sara Gilbert

Name: …………………………………………………..
Address: ………………………………………………..
…………………………………. Pcode: ……………..
Tel: ……………………….Mobile: …………………...

24 Monthly Workshops

Sara Gilbert is a Professional member of the Tarot Guild of
Australia who practices through her business Life Spirit
Connections in Carrum Downs near Frankston. She is also
a member of the Association of Professional Astrologers
and holds the Practitioners Diploma in Astrology from the
Federation of Australian Astrologers. She has a special
interest in Evolutionary Astrology and holds Level 2
Apprentice status with Steven Forrest in this field, which
focuses on the Moon’s Nodes and Past Lives.
Sara has studied the Kabbalah Tree of Life for 4 years with
Evelynne Joffe from the Institute of Spiritual Studies.

Email: ……………………………………………………
Time of Birth:
Date of Birth: …………….. (if known) …………...
Location of Birth: ……………………………………..
Full Name at Birth: ……………………………………
…………………………………………………………..

Fee Structure

Monthly Cost $75

Payment by Cash or Credit Card
or
Direct Deposit to Life Spirit Connections
BSB: 033 179

Account: 214316

Sara decodes the unique emotional patterns in your life,
enabling you to become at home inside yourself and find
your special place in the world. She is able to draw on
wisdom from multi-faceted knowledge of esoteric systems:
astrology, tarot, myth, goddess energy, the tree of life,
numerology, palmistry and hand analysis. This enables a
richer understanding, as each tool reinforces your life
design through a slightly different lens. Sara can work with
you through private consultation or a series of courses
and workshops. She regularly reads at festivals, parties,
ladies nights & corporate events, working in most states
throughout Australia.

Saturday
1.30pm—3.30pm

These workshops will provide you with additional
depth of knowledge to incorporate with your tarot
wisdom, as well as facilitate understanding of
your own life journey.
The monthly sessions will utilize many mediums
including meditation, art, tarot spreads and
imagery as well as comprehensive notes to
interpret the journey we experience as we slowly
travel up the Tree from material reality in
Mallkuth towards oneness with the source, in
Kether at its “Crown”

11 Clover Place, Carrum Downs, Vic 3201
0412 235 935

www.lifespiritconnections.com.au

Workshop Details

The Kabbalah Tree of Life
The Tree of Life is the primary symbol of the Kabbalah
(Qabalah) mystical system and as such is a model for
transition and self-development, not a religion.

Month 1—Compile Your Personal TOL
Practical workshop creating your own Tree of Life
Month 2—Tarot on the Tree of Life
Learn all the basics of how the paths work

There are 10 centres of energy, called Sephirot on the
tree which link to the numbered suits of cards in the
Tarot. These Sephirot are joined by 22 energy paths
corresponding to the 22 Major Arcana Tarot cards and
the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet.

Month 3—Path 32: The World
The journey begins from Malkuth - Yesod
Month 4 —Path 31: Judgement
Tribal connections developed from Malkuth - Hod

The Hermatic Order of the Golden Dawn formed in the
late 1880’s, was responsible for collating, focusing and
expanding on existing Western esoteric traditions to
formalise this system including linkages between the
Tree of Life, the Tarot, the Hebrew letters, the human
body and astrology.
Many Tarot Decks contain
symbols representing the astrology and/or letters
associated with the cards. However some artists or
designers of decks have taken it on themselves to
“redesign” the paths, so care should be taken in
following the symbols until they have been proven.

Month 5—Path 30: The Sun
Our glorious mind prevails from Yesod—Hod
Month 6—Path 29: The Moon
Animal instincts emerge from Malkuth - Netsach
Month 7—Path 28: The Star
Beautiful delusions tempt us from Yesod—Netsach
Month 8—Path 27: The Tower
Thinking vs Feeling from Hod - Netsach
Month 9—Path 26: The Devil
Thinking for ourselves from Hod - Tiphareth
Month 10—Path 25: Temperance
Loving unconditionally from Yesod - Tiphareth

At the end of each workshop students will have
an understanding of linkages between the path on
the Tree of Life , its Hebrew letter and the
associated Major Arcana Card

Month 11—Path 24: Death
Losing attachment from Netsach - Tiphareth
Month 12—Path 23: The Hanged Man
Thy will not my will from Hod - Gevurah

Ways to incorporate the energies required to walk
the path in daily life will be discussed

Month 13—Path 22: Justice
Getting a prod to decide from Tiphareth - Gevurah

Notes will be provided covering the concepts
introduced and the Tarot spreads which are used
in the workshop

Month 14—Path 21: The Wheel of Fortune
Ignoring roadside chaos from Netsach—Chesed
Month 15—Path 20: The Hermit
Becoming a guiding light from Tipareth - Chesed
This is a 24 month course of workshops so there
are a further 9 months involved consisting of the
higher paths on the Tree Path 19 to Path 11

Recordings + notes packages can be provided where
a workshop has to be missed.
Participation in individual workshops is possible

Students should bring a Rider Waite Tarot Deck
with them to the workshop

